known as Keith Phillips, had fought in the australian imperial Forces throughout the Gallipoli campaign, was wounded in France and invalided back to australia in 1917.
Owen's parents were married in 1926; they had four children, of whom the eldest died in 1938. Owen was the second, followed by allison born in 1932 and Gillian in 1942. in 1936, the family moved to tamworth, a country town in northern nsw, where Owen attended primary school and the first year and a half of secondary (or 'high') school. already by 1940, world war ii was beginning to be felt in australia, and his father was recalled for service, leaving Owen as 'the man of the house'. in 1943-44, at tamworth high school, the science teacher, Bevis Platt, provided encouragement by lending him books from his personal library on basic science and engineering, while his mother allowed him to build a lean-to 'chemistry lab' onto the back of the house. the family moved back to sydney in 1944.
HigH ScHOOL in Sydney in sydney, Owen was admitted to Fort street Boys' high school, a selective state school. at Fort street he was put into the top academic stream and found himself far behind the rest of the class in latin and French, ahead in science and about even in other subjects. he recorded that he was terrified by the latin master, and every night worked very hard on the text book to catch up. a new teacher, ron Cull, taught physics, and a very fine and experienced mathematics master, Dennis austin, introduced the class to solid geometry, calculus and complex numbers. every Friday the class was given sheets of 'weekend homework', really tough problems that the students struggled with over the weekend. On Mondays notes were compared to see who had solved the most. there was also a very supportive atmosphere at home, with many books and an encyclopedia for Owen and his sisters to explore.
Owen's outstanding ability and his dedication to learning and high achievement were confirmed by the results of the state-wide matriculation examinations in 1947. he took first place overall (with the highest aggregate in the state) and also in mathematics, and second place in physics, and was awarded several prizes and medals. it was a good year for Fort street-about 10 of the top 50 in nsw were from that high school. univerSity OF Sydney in 1948 Owen enrolled in the P. n. russell school of engineering programme at sydney University. J.s.t. met him on their first day; they rapidly became friends and chose to be experimental physics laboratory partners (remaining so for three years). they attended advanced mathematics and physics courses, including lectures in pure mathematics under Professor t. G. room Frs, and in applied mathematics by Professor K. e. Bullen (Frs 1949) . the physics courses were given by Professor V. a. Bailey and Dr richard Makinson. this workload was in addition to the standard engineering courses, including projective geometry, engineering drawing and workshop practice. During this time Owen lived at home in rhodes, a suburb on the upper reaches of sydney harbour, travelling by train to the university. saturday afternoons were often spent sailing on the harbour.
after being awarded the Barker scholarship for Mathematics at the end of his second year, Owen spent his third year exclusively in the science Faculty, with lectures in mathematics and physics. David Buckingham (Frs 1975), a theoretical chemist, was also a member of that mathematics class. Owen also took on the time-consuming job of editing the engineering Yearbook (covering the whole faculty)-an early indication of his willingness to take on tasks 'beyond the call of duty'. in most of his academic courses Owen received grades of Distinction or high Distinction-in fact he did so well that he did not think of returning to engineering but continued to complete an honours year in applied mathematics, graduating in early 1952 as Bachelor of science with first-class honours. Owen and J.s.t. shared the John Coutts Prize for general proficiency over the four years of the science course.
as a result of these achievements, Owen was awarded the Barker travelling scholarship from the University of sydney, which, when supplemented by an australian Canteens trust Fund scholarship, would finance graduate support and research in Cambridge. while waiting for the UK academic year to start, he taught the introductory applied mathematics course in classical mechanics to about 400 students, mostly ex-servicemen. his father died a month or so before he was to leave, but his mother, who had now lost her husband as well as her elder son, insisted that Owen should go.
univerSity OF camBridge, 1952-57 Owen left for Cambridge on the P&O ship Strathnaver and on his arrival was enrolled in trinity College. his friends at trinity included roger thorne, John (now sir John) Polkinghorne (Frs 1974) and Michael (now sir Michael) atiyah (Frs 1962; Prs 1990-95) .
the people working in fluid mechanics in 1952 formed a group that had grown up around sir Geoffrey ('Gi') taylor Frs in the Cavendish laboratory near the Free school lane entrance. George Batchelor, Owen's supervisor, had a minute office, maybe 5 feet by 7 feet but with a window. Fritz Ursell (Frs 1972), a university lecturer, had a desk accessible only by crawling under a wind tunnel. ian Proudman was an assistant lecturer; alan townsend (Frs 1960) had a laboratory elsewhere in the Cavendish and supervised students doing experimental projects. the mathematics students-Freddie Bartholomeusz from Ceylon, Bruce Morton from new Zealand, ann hawk (UK), s. n. Barua from north india, Bill wood from Melbourne, and Owen from sydney-together with Cyril Domb (Frs 1977) and a couple of other Cavendish people, shared a large room just beyond Gi's laboratory, with a central plinth bearing an inscription that 'On this column lord rayleigh measured the absolute values of the ampere and the ohm. ' seminars on Fridays at 4.30 p.m. were attended by these people and others such as Brooke Benjamin (Frs 1966) and a. M. Binnie (Frs 1960) , from the engineering school on trumpington street. Owen recorded that he quickly discovered that he understood very little fluid dynamics and nothing about turbulence, so he spent his first year taking lectures on homogeneous turbulence (Batchelor), boundary layer theory (Proudman), water waves (Ursell) and asymptotic expansions (sir harold Jeffreys Frs).
in 1953 Owen returned to sydney briefly to marry Merle winifred simons, whom he had met during a holy trinity church picnic hike in sydney during their high school years. their first daughter, lynette Michelle, was born while they were in Cambridge, in 1954; subsequently they had two sons and another daughter: Christopher ian (1957), Bronwyn ann (1960) and Michael stuart (1963 During this period Owen worked on the equilibrium range in wave spectra, and published a paper in JFM in 1958 (2). he remained interested in this problem and published a revised article on the topic in 1985 (10) .
Owen extended his international contacts and research interests at JhU. at the american Physical society Fluid Dynamics meeting at Cornell in 1959, he met a. M. Obukhov, a. s. Monin (Members of the soviet academy of sciences) and a. Golitsyn, a graduate student. this was the first Cold war contact with soviet turbulence groups. they were taken for a visit to JhU before their return to the Ussr. in the autumn of that year Owen made his first visit to woods hole Oceanographic institution.
During 1960 Owen began working on surface wave-wave interaction theory. he attended a conference in easton, Maryland, on ocean wave spectra, and recorded a confrontation with willard Pierson, who claimed that resonant wave-wave interaction theory was wrong. Owen was defended by Michael longuet-higgins (Frs 1963), with whom he subsequently wrote a joint paper on this subject (4) . at the same meeting he met Klaus hasselmann, an oceanographer from hamburg who later interacted frequently with Owen and spent some time in woods hole.
Back tO camBridge tO a reSearcH POSitiOn, Owen returned to Cambridge University in 1961 as assistant Director of research in the Department of applied Mathematics and theoretical Physics (DaMtP), which had been established in 1959 with Professor George Batchelor as its first head. he was supported by a grant from the British admiralty entitled 'Dynamics of the upper ocean', under Batchelor's general direction. half a dozen people were employed in this fashion over 11 years, Owen * numbers in this form refer to the bibliography at the end of the text.
being the first; four of the grant recipients and two of the students they supervised were later elected Fellows of the royal society. Under the broad umbrella of the grant, staff and their PhD students had great freedom to devise and conduct projects of their own choosing. their effectiveness was increased through collaborations with other senior members of DaMtP and visitors with common interests. Owen and his family lived during that time in royston, hertfordshire, a town south of Cambridge.
in Cambridge Owen started work on his monograph The dynamics of the upper ocean (the title of his admiralty grant). an early draft was awarded the 1963-64 adams prize by the University of Cambridge. when published by Cambridge University Press in 1966, the work became enormously influential; it was followed by a second edition in 1977, a paperback edition in 1979, and two russian and two Chinese editions between 1969 and 1990. Owen became an assistant editor of JFM in 1961, and associate editor three years later.
return tO JOHnS HOPkinS univerSity in 1964 in 1962 Owen took leave from DaMtP to return for one term to JhU. he wrote that he was very lonely there without his family, and filled time by working on a first draft of The heart of the Earth. this highly original introduction to solid earth geophysics was intended for beginning scientists. the book was published in 1968, reprinted in 1970, 1974 and 1978, and appeared in an italian translation with the title La Geofisica. Owen had the gift of writing extremely clearly on a variety of topics outside his major specialty, approaching scientific concepts with a general audience in mind. 'the heart', as it came to be called, was particularly noteworthy as an introductory text because of its emphasis on the proper uses of scientific inference and dimensional analysis. in its time, it was among the very few books accessible to beginners that conveyed how research in geophysics is done, instead of just reciting facts and figures about the earth.
Owen flourished at JhU, and while he was at DaMtP he was promoted (during his absence from JhU) to Professor of Geophysical Mechanics. he and his family returned to Baltimore in 1964, becoming Us citizens in 1970. throughout this time, Owen functioned as an autonomous editor for JFM in the Usa, choosing referees and making decisions on papers without additional consultation. he remained with JFM until 1995, having handled more than 1000 papers during this period. Other than the journal's founding editor, George Batchelor, he was the longest-serving member of its editorial Board.
By the late 1960s, many universities were concluding that effective scientific instruction and research collaborations required cross-fertilization between departments. in 1967, JhU formed the Department of earth and Planetary sciences by combining its Geology Department with Oceanography and Mechanics. in 1968-the year in which Owen was elected a Fellow of the royal society-he joined earth and Planetary sciences as Professor of Geophysics, also beginning a decade of service as its Chair. During that time he oversaw vigorous growth in the geosciences programme, with 15 full-time faculty and more than 50 graduate students in residence. in 1975, in recognition of his academic accomplishments and continued service to the JhU community, Owen was named Decker Professor of science and engineering, an endowed position, which he held for the rest of his life.
Owen's professional accolades include receipt of the sverdrup Gold Medal in 1974 from the american Meteorological society, service as President of the Maryland academy of sciences from 1979 to 1985, and Fellowship in the american Meteorological society in 1980. when the energy crisis of the late 1970s hit the Usa, Owen became appalled at the attitude of many americans towards this fundamental issue. in 1979 the Johns hopkins Press published his treatise entitled Last chance energy book, in which he spelled out the costs of dependence on foreign oil and reviewed the prospects for alternative energy sources, including wind and the tides.
Owen (figure 1) was known throughout the JhU community as a trusted confidant and advisor. several times when the university found itself in hazardous financial straits or facing particularly difficult academic decisions, Owen was called into emergency service on its behalf, a testimony to his sound judgement and his rock-solid integrity.
in april 1998, hundreds of friends and colleagues packed JhU's shriver auditorium to hear some of the world's most distinguished fluid dynamicists pay tribute to Owen on the occasion of his retirement from active teaching duties. speakers included John lumley, Michael Banner, Joe Fernando and sir James lighthill Frs, who gave perhaps his last public talk before his unexpected death. the evening celebration in the Peabody library in downtown Baltimore was a memorable event. a few years later, Owen and Merle moved to quiet surroundings in Chestertown, Maryland, a colonial-era town on the eastern shore of the Chesapeake Bay. there he continued his work on geological fluid mechanics, visiting his colleagues in earth and Planetary sciences from time to time as emeritus professor. JFM). his first paper of continuing significance was prompted by the statement on windgenerated waves by Fritz Ursell, referred to above. Owen's interest was stimulated by what was then regarded as a classical unsolved problem, and in 1957 he published (in volume 2 of JFM) the seminal paper 'On the generation of waves by turbulent wind' (1), which addressed the initial generation of waves by turbulence. the crux of Owen's approach to the problem was to assume that in all the scales of motion (or eddies) in the turbulent wind, there would be some moving with the same speed and having the same length as surface waves, whose restoring forces are gravity and surface tension. when there is a match between the length and speed of the pressure perturbations and the surface waves, resonance will occur, and the waves will grow continuously with time until their amplitude becomes large enough for nonlinear processes such as breaking to become important. Owen acknowledged that other processes, including instabilities of the flow, could also lead to the generation and growth of surface waves. in the next volume of JFM, J. w. Miles published a paper entitled 'On the generation of surface waves by shear flows' (Miles 1957) , which, in contrast to Owen's approach, was a stability theory that neglected the direct effects of turbulence. it showed that the mean wind blowing over the surface would generate a surface pressure perturbation with a component in phase with the wave slope, and hence would lead to growth of the waves. since then the complementary approaches of Phillips and Miles, and by others who have followed them, have become the basis for current models of wind-wave growth, with both theories contributing significantly to our knowledge of air-sea interaction.
the next notable problem addressed by Owen resulted in a paper published just a year later, in 1958: 'the equilibrium range in the spectrum of wind-generated waves' (2). in this he considered the shape of the wave spectrum when there is a balance between the growth of waves and the dissipation of energy by wave breaking. the spectrum describes how the energy or amplitude of the waves is distributed across different wave frequencies or wavelengths, and it applies particularly to higher frequencies (n) and shorter wavelengths. Using physical arguments and dimensional analysis, Owen predicted that the frequency spectrum would vary as n −5 (in agreement with some of the first measurements of wave spectra) and would have essentially no dependence on the wind stress at the surface. he maintained his interest in this problem, and in 1985 published an updated version 'spectral and statistical properties of the equilibrium range in wind-generated gravity waves' (10) . this later paper drew on the growing database of ocean wave measurements, and he acknowledged that the more recent evidence showed a wave spectrum decaying as n −4 rather than the n −5 suggested earlier. he used new estimates of energy dissipation by breaking waves, and a novel statistical formulation of breaking based on the speed of the breakers, to make a rational prediction based on a better physical understanding of wave dynamics, rather than using an arbitrary criterion for breaking.
in 1960 Owen set out to explore how waves of different scales could interact. a constraint of linear waves is that there is no mechanism for transferring energy between scales. For waves of larger amplitude, however, nonlinearities do allow the transfer of energy, and his paper 'On the dynamics of unsteady gravity waves of finite amplitude' (3) revolutionized our understanding of surface waves by describing a resonant interaction between a quartet of waves that could lead to secular changes in the wave field. that is, three waves interacting could resonantly generate a fourth wave that would grow with time. this paper provided the key to understanding the evolution of wind-generated waves, and led directly to the paper by hasselmann (1962) . it also motivated numerous areas of research in nonlinear wave dynamics, notably the paper by Benjamin & Feir (1967) . in an essay (9) published in 1981 in a special volume of JFM marking the 25th anniversary of that journal, Owen described the evolution of the work that began with his 1960 paper, including a remarkably modest assessment of his own seminal contributions.
the publication of the first edition of Owen's famous monograph The dynamics of the upper ocean in 1966 and its subsequent history and influence have already been discussed, but it is appropriate to emphasize again how important it was as the first consistent description of the fluid dynamics of the upper ocean. it remains so today.
Owen extended his studies of interacting waves to show that the interaction of two surface waves with an internal wave could be even simpler than for surface waves alone, because only three waves are involved. two surface waves having wavenumbers that are almost equal in magnitude but with different directions can interact with an internal wave having a very small frequency, whereas the wavenumber is comparable in magnitude with the difference wavenumber of the surface waves. that is, the interaction of only two surface waves can generate an internal wave. this idea, first outlined in his monograph, took some time to be tested and it was (curiously) then published in 1973 in the russian literature. a more accessible account appears in his 1974 review 'nonlinear dispersive waves' (8), but an early discussion of this result was published by hasselmann (1967). Owen was well aware that the resonant interaction between internal and surface waves also implies that waves produced in the wake of a submerged vehicle moving along the thermocline could in principle be detected by observing changes in the surface wave pattern. these results of course had military applications, and his work in this field was never published in the open literature. (in fact at this time he was supported by a navy contract, and when he described his conclusions in one of his annual reports in the mid 1960s he was told to stop working on this problem immediately because his security clearance level was not high enough!) the launch of satellites in the 1970s, such as nasa's seasat, a synthetic aperture radar (sar) that coherently measured the scattering of radio waves or microwaves from the ocean surface, prompted Owen to apply his understanding of wave-current interactions to make quantitative deductions from the satellite data. From the patterns of the shorter waves one can infer the larger-scale patterns of ocean waves and currents that modulate the short waves. this scientific understanding of the ocean surface was needed not just for seasat and sar but also for other remote sensing techniques such as radar altimetry, which measures the sea surface height and relates it to ocean currents and melting polar ice caps. Other applications are to scatterometers that measure the strength of the radio waves scattered from the ocean surface and relate it to wind speed and direction; and microwave radiometers that measure radio wave emissions from the surface and relate them to winds and ocean salinity. the quantitative understanding of these remote sensing techniques pioneered by Owen has contributed significantly to our ability to monitor the ocean's role in climate variability, including sea level rise. the theory and applications are well summarized in his 1988 review article (11) .
in the early 1990s reports of 'rogue waves' became increasingly common-that is, surface waves with extremely large amplitudes that seemed to appear and grow without warning, causing great damage to even large ships. Owen published several papers on this subject over this period, often with collaborators; they covered theoretical studies and laboratory and field observations. Good summaries of this work were presented at several international conferences. a particularly clear outline of the physical ideas is given in his 1992 keynote conference paper 'extreme waves and breaking wavelets' (16), and they can be summarized as follows. rogue waves occur under storm conditions when the waves are already high, and they are perhaps amplified further by refraction in currents such as the agulhas current off eastern south africa or by the Gulf stream. the very highest individual waves, the rogue waves, seem to appear with little warning and may be regarded as the statistical extremes in an already rough random sea, occurring sporadically in space or time. however, Owen showed that it is of interest to inquire whether, in the vicinity of extreme wave crests, there is any predictable organized structure of the surface in space and time with which a mariner and his ship must cope. the analysis he presented, using two simplifying assumptions that were tested with field data, demonstrate Owen's physical thinking at its best. the selection of regions surrounding extreme maxima does extract some regularity from the randomness of the field as a whole. the expected or mean surface displacement is somewhat less than the extreme maximum value while still being very large, and the variance about this mean is small. Owen obtained a simple result for the autocorrelation function between two points separated by small intervals in space and time by assuming also that the distribution is Gaussian. this result is in very good agreement with the direct calculations from buoy data, especially at small time intervals. Good agreement was also obtained for the spatial configuration of the surface surrounding high maxima.
another notable contribution to research in oceanography was Owen's study of turbulent entrainment, the mixing of cooler water from below into the surface layers of the ocean. he collaborated with experimental colleagues and students at JhU (5) to measure the effect of a shear flow between a turbulent surface layer and a stratified fluid below, and to apply the laboratory results to the ocean. he also developed a sophisticated theoretical description and analysis of the entrainment process (6). in the oceanographic context the results are important in constraining the heat transfer between the atmosphere and the ocean, with the extreme example being hurricanes, which depend on the heat content of the upper ocean to provide their energy.
in 1972 Owen published a short but insightful paper (7) in which he proposed a mechanism whereby an initially linear density profile can break down into a series of layers and interfaces (produced entirely mechanically-the process is not double-diffusive). suppose that there is a turbulent transport mechanism producing a vertical buoyancy flux that is initially constant with depth, and that the density gradient is perturbed locally so that the static stability is increased over a certain depth range. if this change in gradient reduces the 'diffusivity' of buoyancy more rapidly than the local gradient increases, then the local decrease in flux causes the gradient to increase further, and so the perturbation will amplify. Conversely, the flux is increased where the gradient is weakened, and the convergence of buoyancy near the interfaces causes a step-like structure to form. these ideas are supported by the laboratory experiments of ruddick et al. (1989) . steps and layers formed in a smooth density gradient when it was stirred weakly by an array of vertical rods extending through the depth of the fluid, and oscillated horizontally. when the stirring was more vigorous, layers did not form, and any existing irregularities in the density gradient were smoothed out.
aSSeSSment OF Owen PHiLLiPS'S cOntriButiOnS tO geOLOgy
Owen served two full terms and later part of a third term as Chair of the JhU Department of earth and Planetary sciences at a time when many of the faculty and students were investigating aspects of the general problem of how physical and chemical interactions between rocks and fluids affect both the surface environment and the earth's interior, not only today but also in the past. it was during this time that Owen's interest in the fluid mechanics of permeable rocks began, although a couple of decades would pass before this budding interest came to fruition.
in the early 1970s, research by JhU geochemists hans eugster and lawrence hardie had shown that seawater alteration of the composition of submarine basalts and shallow-water evaporites required a substantial percolation of aqueous fluids in both situations. James wood, then a JhU postdoctoral fellow, was particularly drawn to Owen's clean style of exposition of physical principles, and pointed out to Owen that a book on the fundamentals of fluid flow and flow-driven reactions in rocks was desperately needed to provide a physical foundation for this burgeoning subject, which at that time was dominated (as it is now) by considerations of equilibrium chemistry. the need for such a book became more evident to Owen as the Department of earth and Planetary sciences grew in size, particularly with the addition of metamorphic petrologist John Ferry and hydrologist Grant Garven, both of whom based much of their research on exactly this set of processes.
Once freed from the time-consuming duties of department chair, in the late 1980s Owen began to assemble material for a book on reacting flows in permeable rocks. Uninhibited by his lack of experience in geology, he would appear in the doorway of a colleague with notepad and pencil in hand, ready with a long list of questions about the texture of sedimentary rocks, the structure of primary or secondary porosity, or the composition of metamorphic fluids. not all of his geology colleagues appreciated so focused an interest, coming from Owen in what they may have considered to properly be their own turf. however, a great many of his colleagues responded with enthusiasm to what Owen was attempting to do, and shared with him a host of suggestions of outstanding yet soluble problems to work on, samples from their own field projects, and, most importantly, their own insight.
it must be said that the task of writing a successful book on this subject presented Owen with some challenges that were unfamiliar to him. For one, there was already a vast literature on flow in permeable rocks, although it was wholly unorganized and widely scattered among a large number of journals, most of them geological. in selecting his previous research activities, Owen had chosen subjects well within the established boundaries of fluid mechanics, but this was entirely different. Other challenges stemmed from the fact that much of the literature dealing with subsurface fluid motions was either of the fanciful arm-waving style or, alternatively, detailed numerical simulations that lacked generality. Owen was not interested in pursuing either of these approaches. instead, he wanted to write a book that set out the basic physical principles and chemical balances that affect the sedimentary and metamorphic parts of the crust, and from these derive a set of rules for interpreting in fluid mechanical terms the structures preserved in these rock types.
this long effort resulted in his monograph Flow and reactions in permeable rocks, published in 1991 by Cambridge University Press. the most original part of this book is the development of a unified theory that encompasses isothermal reaction fronts, gradient reactions, mixing zones, pore precipitation and isotherm-following reactions. Other significantly original parts are his fundamental treatment of spatial localization of flow-induced mineralization, and his analytical treatment of the focusing effects of heterogeneities in rock masses such as isolated cracks, lenses and lenticular permeability structures. in 2009 Owen published an expanded and updated version with the title Geological fluid dynamics: sub-surface flow and reactions (also published by Cambridge University Press), which capitalized on the newly minted terminology for subsurface fluid mechanics.
his curriculum vitae lists a dozen research papers on these topics, including studies of thermohaline (driven by temperature and salinity) circulations in porous media (14, 15) in collaboration with alok sarkar in 1992, a JFM paper on the fundamentals of flow-controlled reactions in rocks (12) and some interesting studies of percolative flows on the eastern shore of Maryland done after his retirement. however, perhaps the greatest impact of Owen's work in geological fluid mechanics comes from his two monographs described above and a comprehensive study of the fluid mechanics of dolomitization in the famous latemar palaeo-reef carbonates in the italian Dolomites (13), published in 1990 in collaboration with edith wilson and lawrence hardie. Owen was fundamentally a private man, but he possessed a gracious charm and a keen sense of humour. in his personal relationships he showed the same relaxed, deliberate style that he brought to his work. although he had limited patience for trivial things, Owen always found the time to talk with colleagues and students. he drew most pleasure from the simple rituals of life, woodworking, sailing, or just chatting with a colleague, leaning back in his chair. he died at home in Chestertown, with his family, after several months of illness. acknOwLedgementS we wish to acknowledge the considerable help given to us by Ken Melville, at scripps institution of Oceanography, who contributed to the detailed assessment of Owen's research in oceanography, and the colleagues mentioned at JhU, who provided further input on his geological papers and books. we are also grateful to his family, particularly his elder daughter lynette, for their comments on our summary of his personal history. the frontispiece photograph was taken in 1968 by Godfrey argent and is reproduced with permission.
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